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space, either in or out of doors; and in order
Be it known that I, WALTER CLOPTON to explain my said invention more fully, now

To all whom it may concern:

proceed to describe the means by which it may
be carried into practical effect, reference being
had to the illustrative sheet of drawings a C
companying this specification, and to the fig
ures and letters of reference marked thereon,
respectively, as follows:
Figure 1 shows a perspective view of the
consists in constructing a portable court, by
means of which the ancient game of tennis is new and improved portable court, formed by
much simplified, can be played in the open air, stretching an oblong net, ABC D, between
and dispenses with the necessity of having two standards, EF, inserted in the ground.
To these standards are attached the tWO tri
special courts erected for that purpose.
The manner by which I propose to accom angular nets, G. H. K. G'H' K', stretched by
plish the above object is as follows: I insert means of the ropes II. Fig.2 shows a per
two standards in the ground at about twenty spective view of the mode of stretching the
one feet from each other. Between these tWO ropes L by means of pegs M, so as to form a
standards a large oblong net is stretched. To tennis-court.
each of the said standards I attach a triangul The floor is marked out by paint-colored
lar-shaped net, in such a manner that the cord or tape into in and out courts, N being
standard shall divide the said triangular net the crease in the in court. The space O forms
into two right-angle triangles, each of which the out court, and is divided by lines PQ R.
is kept, respectively, at right angles to each S, as marked in the drawing.
m
side of the oblong net aforesaid by means of It is evident that canvas, sheet-muslin, Or
loops and strings, and is fixed to pegs driven other fabric may be substituted for the net
in the ground. The large oblong net forms ting.
the dividing-wall of the court, and the trian I claim as my invention
gular net the wings or side walls thereof, The within - described game apparatus or
while the floor is marked out by paint-colored portable tennis-court, consisting of the oblong
cord or tape into “in” and “out” courts, serv orrectangular net and the triangular end nets,
ing as crease, right and left courts, and bound the whole constructed and arranged to be
aeS.
stretched by ropes, and secured in position
By this simple apparatus a portable court by standards, substantially as and for the ob
is obtained, by means of which the old game ject specified.

WINGFIELD, of Belgrave Road, Pimligo, in
the county of Middlesex, England, have in
vented a new and Improved Portable Court
for Playing the Ancient Game of Tennis, of
which the following is a specification:
The object and intention of this invention

of tennis, which has always been an indoor
amusement, and which few can enjoy on ac
count of the great expense of building a brick
court, may be made an outdoor One, and placed
within the reach of all, as the above-described
portable court can be erected in a few min
utes on a lawn, ice, or in any suitable-sized
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